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Abstract 
 
 
 Clustering has been widely considered in wireless ad hoc networks as a useful 

mechanism for solving the scalability problems, improving the stability, increasing the network’s 

energy efficiency, etc. The idea behind clustering is to group a flat network into a number of 

clusters. Cluster heads serve as backbones to establish communication routes between sources 

and destinations in a mobile ad hoc network (MANET). However, election of a Cluster Head 

(CH) within a local cluster structure is very important in setting up relatively stable cluster 

structure. This thesis proposes an efficient method to choose cluster heads in wireless ad hoc 

networks for improving the network stability and energy efficiency. Considering basic 

requirements in wireless ad hoc network, we propose a novel reliable link lifetime based cluster 

head election (RLCH) method to determine which nodes are more qualified to serve as cluster 

heads.  

 RLCH takes many factors affecting cluster head election into consideration and, unlike 

the previous approaches proposed in the literature, employs no weight combination when 

considering the impact of several factors on choosing a CH. In addition, a link lifetime 

calculation model and a maximum cluster updating interval model are proposed. An adaptive 

cluster update interval selection process is developed based on an energy threshold approach for 

prolonging the network lifetime. Four metrics including average number of clusters, cluster 

update rate, member exchange rate, and energy consumption distribution are evaluated in our 

simulations. By comparing with other well-known cluster head election algorithms, our 
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simulations indicate that RLCH can achieve better stability, energy saving and longer network 

lifetime in most cases. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 
1.1      Overview of Wireless Ad Hoc Networks  

 Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) have received considerable attention in research and 

industry due to their flexible deployment, independence from existing infrastructure and self-

configuration, self-healing and self-maintaining properties. In MANETs, mobile nodes can 

conduct wireless communication without relying on pre-existing network infrastructure like 

Cellular Networks (CN). Nodes are allowed dynamically to join and leave, frequently, often 

without warning. Finally, nodes in MANETs can be highly mobile which results in frequently 

and rapidly changing node constellation, location and link lifetime. 

 

Figure 1.1  Example of Wireless Ad Hoc Network 
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 Figure 1.1 is an example of a MANET, in which mobile users can directly communicate 

with each other without infrastructure. And some examples of the use of MANETs are list as 

follows: 

• Security Scenarios: like communication in urgent scenarios like natural disaster or a 

global war when fixed infrastructures are unable to work; 

• Tactical Operation: for fast establishment of military communication in unknown or 

hostile terrains; 

• Rescue Missions: provide sufficient wireless coverage when wireless coverage is 

inadequate; 

• Sensor Networks: provide communication between intelligent sensors to gather 

surrounding information. 

 MANETs are intended to set up a data network, which can adapt to the use of different 

scenarios and is responsive to change in network topology. Because ad-hoc networks are 

intended to be deployed anywhere, infrastructure may not be present. Varied mobility patterns 

and different radio propagation conditions result in intermittent and sporadic connectivity 

between neighboring nodes. In MANETs, nodes can communicate with each other directly or by 

multi-hop. In a multi-hop routing protocol, a packet destined to certain nodes is forwarded from 

intermediate nodes to a specific destination. Of course, appropriate routing determines the 

relative stability of route, which greatly affects communication quality between sources and 

destinations.  

 Because of the possible rapid movement of nodes and different propagation conditions, 

network information becomes obsolete quickly. Also, network reconfiguration may frequently 

trigger extra number of control packets, which implicitly reflects the instability of the network. 
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However, the short lifetime of this gathered information means that a large portion of 

information may never be used due to the dramatically changing of topology. Thus, the 

bandwidth used for the distribution of routing update information is wasted. The situation 

becomes worse with the limited bandwidth and other problems like hidden terminal problem that 

exist in wireless ad hoc networks. 

 Based on the above discussion, we can basically generate the features for MANETs as 

follows: 

• Robust routing and mobility management algorithm to increase the network's 

reliability and availability; 

• Adaptive algorithms and protocols to adjust to frequently changing radio 

propagation and traffic conditions; 

• Multiple routes between sources and destinations to provide more reliable 

communication routes, to reduce congestion, and to increase reliability; 

• Scalable network to avoid susceptibility to network failures, congestion around 

high-level nodes and to possess good performance when the number of nodes 

increases; 

• Quality of Services (QoS) to preserve the radio communication resource, and to 

guarantee the communication latency and packet delivery ratio, etc. 

 Due to mobility, network topology dynamically changes which incurs frequent 

communication interruptions, larger delay and lower performance. To alleviate this problem and 

to improve the scalability of large-scale mobile networks, introducing a hierarchical structure has 

proven to be very effective [1]. Consequently, many clustering algorithms have been proposed, 

especially in the context of MANETs as well as wireless sensor networks (WSNs). 
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1.2      Overview of Clustering in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks 
 
 Hierarchical techniques can aid in reducing limited energy consumption. Clustering is 

particularly useful for solving the problem of scalability when the number of mobile nodes 

increases greatly. For example, it can be used to scale a service location and discovery 

mechanism by distributing necessary state management to be localized within each cluster. Such 

a clustering-based technique has been proposed to provide location management of devices for 

QoS support [2]. Hierarchies based on clustering have been used to solve scalable problem for 

multi-hop networks [3], [4], [5] and [6]. Clustering can be extremely effective in one to many, 

one to all (broadcast), or many to many broadcast communications.  

 In multicast mesh networks, broadcasting is used by a source to find receivers and 

establish a route to a destination or transmit packets to nodes in a forwarding group. Clustering 

can be helpful to improve performance metrics including the packet delivery ratio and scalability 

in this scenario. For example, ODMRP protocol [7] is a well-known protocol in ad hoc wireless 

mesh networks, which can achieve a better packet delivery ratio and relatively lower latency. 

However, explosion of control packets may occur when the number of participating nodes 

increases. 
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Figure 1.2 Clustering in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks 

 
 By using the clustering technique, mobile nodes are divided into virtual groups that are 

determined based on their proximity. Typically, one of the nodes in a cluster is considered as a 

cluster head, which serves as a local coordinator for that cluster, other nodes serve as cluster 

members. A cluster member needs to establish a route or identify destinations through cluster 

heads if they are not within the same local cluster.  As shown in figure 1.2, a virtual but non-

stationary infrastructure (black square in figure) is formed in the network, which facilitates data 

communication, improves the scalability and increases the network stability by local topology 

updates and limiting the overhead. Also it is likely to construct multiple layer structure shown in 

figure 1.3 which can be used in the scenarios where multiple frequency bands and transmission 

power levels are used.  
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Figure 1.3  Multiple layers in clustering structure 

 
 Since Cluster heads serve as relaying nodes in the route between sources and 

destinations; packet delivery ratio (PDR) can be guaranteed when nodes move between different 

clusters. If a cluster head dies because of moving away from its cluster members by a large 

distance or due to exhaustive consumption of energy, it is likely the whole route will be broken. 

A cluster structure which can adapt to the dynamic changes of network topology and that takes 

into account the availability of resources is crucial in cluster-based routing protocols. 

 

1.3      Desired Goals of Clustering Schemes 
 
 To create the hierarchical control structure described above, it is necessary to postulate 

the following desirable properties that should be present in the clustering mechanisms that exist 

in different layers of the clustering hierarchy. 
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 Basically, we can put forward several requirements about clustering algorithms in 

MANETs: 

• Clustering is completely distributed. Each node can choose to attach to different 

CHs based on local information. Generally speaking, the election of CH should 

consider the network coverage and overlapping between different clusters 

• Clustering terminates with a suitable cluster update interval to establish a more 

stable structure and prolong the network lifetime; Because of mobility, the whole 

clustering structure is not stable and should be updated frequently. Even though 

we can benefit from frequent updating by gathering information of neighbors as 

soon as possible and make more wise choices to elect CH, more bandwidth and 

larger communication latency are the price that we need to pay. It doesn’t make 

sense when local clustering structure is relatively stable. Thus clustering update 

interval should be determined to adjust to different local clustering scenarios.  

• Clustering simplicity: should be efficient in terms of processing complexity and 

message exchange; The cluster size or radius is an important parameter to 

describe complexity of the clustering structure. The larger the size of cluster is, 

the more complex is the structure. Also clustering size affects the number of CH 

and battery consumption. 

• Cluster heads are well distributed and probably elected to set up relatively stable 

clusters. A good CH can improve the relative stability of structure and should be 

elected based on the consideration of trade off between many factors that affect 

the stability, such as mobility, node’ density, transmission range and energy. 
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1.4      Thesis Outline 
 
 In this thesis, we propose a novel cluster head election algorithm that utilizes the 

information in the HELLO messages, which only include one-hop neighbor information. All of 

the required information is available if nodes are equipped with GPS. RLCH can adapt to 

different environments very well even in unknown scenarios such as battlefields and mobile 

instant communication. Factors affecting stability and energy consumption are considered with 

no weights given to these factors. In addition, less time is required for setting up the cluster 

reformation. Moreover, we provide a theoretical model to identify local cluster head updating 

intervals based on the transmission range of nodes and the probability distribution of nodal 

velocity. We use this model to increase the stability of a cluster and to prolong the network 

lifetime 
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CHAPTER 2 

 
Clustering algorithms in MANET 

 

 Numerous clustering algorithms have been proposed in the literature, which are based on 

different optimization objectives. These algorithms can be classified as identifier-based 

clustering, connectivity-based clustering, weight-combination clustering, cost-reduced clustering, 

energy-aware clustering, etc. [8].  

 

2.1      Identifier-based Clustering 
 
 In the identifier-based clustering, each node is assigned a unique ID, and this ID is 

broadcast to its neighbors using HELLO messages periodically. Each node can establish 

neighbor list by gathering information of ID in HELLO message. In the LID algorithm [9], nodes 

compare their ID with neighbors’ ID and the node with the minimum ID is selected as cluster 

head. When a node has multiple cluster heads in its neighbor table, it becomes a gateway that is 

generally used for routing between clusters. LID is simple distributed algorithm but the number 

of cluster heads may become undesirably large. Furthermore, because of exhaustive energy 

consumption by the cluster heads, the network lifetime becomes short. In Max-Min d-clustering 

formation algorithm [10], cluster heads can gather information about neighbors up to d-hops 

away. Since the cluster radius is large, it is more reasonable to let mobile nodes operate 

asynchronously. Thus less control overhead is needed to conduct clock synchronization. Limited 

cluster radius rather than total number of nodes in networks guarantees a good controlled 
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message complexity. A designer can control the number of CH in networks by configuring the 

value of d, which is an input heuristic. If a node M is largest number of neighbors within d-hop 

neighborhood of node N, M will be elected a CH, even though M may not be the largest within 

its own neighborhood. Max-Min d-clustering algorithm allows asynchronous operation of nodes 

and reduces the clock synchronization overhead, while due to multi-hop it takes longer time for 

each node to update the information (leave or join) of neighbors up to d hops. Specifically in 

high mobility environments, neighbor table update becomes a lengthy process and the 

performance is degraded. 

 

2.2      Degree-based Clustering 
 
 Highest Degree (HD) is a typical distributed connectivity-based algorithm [9]. The goal 

of HD algorithm is to reduce the number of clusters. The nodes’ degrees are regarded as the 

metric for determining cluster heads. By listening to the HELLO message, each node calculates 

its own degree ! (the number of one-hop neighbors) and inserts ! into HELLO message. The 

HELLO messages are periodically broadcasted by each node to establish and maintain the 

clustering structure. Node with largest degree (largest number of neighbors) is elected as the 

cluster head (CH). When two nodes have the same degree, the node with smaller ID is selected 

as CH. Even though HD algorithm can reduce the number of cluster heads in the network, it does 

not consider the impact of mobility on the stability of the clustering structure. K-hop 

connectivity ID clustering algorithm (K-CONID) [11] combines the features of HD and LID and 

considers connectivity (i.e. from the HD algorithm) as the primary criterion. Using only nodal 

connectivity as a criterion leads to numerous ties between nodes. On the other hand, electing CH 

based only on a lower ID results in more CHs than necessary. K-CONID generalizes 
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connectivity up to k hops neighbors.  Each node in the network is assigned a d-ID represented as 

(d, ID). d is equal to the degree of the node and ID is the node’s identifier. A node is selected as 

a CH if it has the highest connectivity. In case of a tie, the node with lowest ID is qualified for 

CH. This algorithm combines the advantages of HD and LID algorithms. However, it takes much 

longer time to obtain the required information from its k-hops neighborhood and the obtained 

information may not be reliable. Adaptive multi-hop clustering [12] is a clustering scheme with 

load-balancing capabilities. There exists upper and lower bounds on the number of members 

within a cluster. This algorithm can control the number of members in a cluster and the number 

of clusters in the network. However, the problem about how to choose a stable CH is still 

unsolved. Degree based algorithms gather neighbors’ information by exchange HELLO message 

in constant interval and select distributed CH, which cannot guarantee the stability of clustering 

structure. 

 

2.3      Cost-reduced Clustering 
 
 In order to reduce the cost of clustering maintenance, least cluster change algorithm 

(LCC) [13] adopts event-driven re-clustering algorithm only in two cases. One is when two CHs 

move into mutual communication range, the other is when a mobile node moves out of current 

existing clustering structure and establishes a new local cluster. In LID and HD algorithms, the 

clustering scheme is performed periodically to check the local smallest ID or highest degree 

aspect of a cluster head. When CH finds an alternative with smallest node's ID or higher degree, 

it is forced to relinquish its cluster head role. This mechanism means a frequent clustering update 

rate. Hence LCC relinquishes the requirement on-demand and reduces the frequency of CH 

update, which improves cluster stability significantly.  
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 Passive clustering [14] is another algorithm, which avoids periodic dedicated control 

packets. Most of clustering algorithms require participating mobile node to send cluster-

dependent information repeatedly in the form of beacon message to gather information about the 

clustering structure. Thus these beacon messages are one of the main sources of control overhead 

in wireless ad hoc networks. In this scheme, a mobile node can be in one of four states: initial, 

cluster head, gateway and ordinary node. All mobile nodes start with “initial” state and only a 

node with “initial” state can be a CH candidate. A node hearing beacon message from a CH 

becomes an ordinary node. If multiple beacon messages are recovered, it changes to gateway. 

These states can exchange dynamically due to mobility.  

 

2.4      Weights-Combination Clustering (WCA) 
 
 Weights combination clustering algorithm has been widely studied and modified as in 

[15-18]. WCA [15] chooses a cluster head by striking a balance between factors such as 

remaining sum of the relative distances of nodes to their neighbors, degree difference, mobility 

and remaining power. It needs to assign an appropriate weight to each of these factors before 

selecting or updating a CH. The weight associated to a node u is defined as: 

S=!!∆!+!!!!+!!!! + !!!! 

The node with minimum weight is selected as CH.  The combination of weights satisfies the 

condition: !! + !! + !! + !! = 1. The  ∆!  is the degree difference, which is used to ensure 

load balancing and ∆! = |!" − !  |, where !" is the actually nodal degree and ! is a pre-defined 

threshold. The !! represents the sum of distances from a given node to all its one-hop neighbors. 

This factor is related to energy consumption since more power is needed for long-distance 

communication. The measure of mobility is !! and is computed by average speed of neighbors. 
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!! is used to measure the remaining energy and the amount of power consumed. CH consumes 

more battery power than an ordinary node because it has extra responsibilities.  In [16], the 

authors modify WCA by defining a new factor called relative mobility and a new parameter 

called the degree of connectivity. A weighted combination of these factors is called the stability 

factor and minimizing this factor chooses the cluster head. Entropy-based weighted clustering 

algorithm [17] uses an entropy-based model to evaluate the route stability, which reduces the rate 

of re-affiliation and the communication overhead. Weight-based adaptive clustering algorithm 

(WBACA) [18] is based on the availability of Global Positioning System (GPS) and considers 

parameters such as: transmission power, transmission rate, mobility, battery power and degree. 

Each node is assigned a weight combination like WCA. The weight of a node is defined as: 

S = !!*M + !!*B + !!*!!+ !!*D+ !!/!! 

, where M, B, !!, D and !! represent mobility, battery power, transmission power, degree 

difference and transmission rate respectively. 

 CEMCA [19] is based on a combination of several significant metrics like highest node 

degree, lowest node mobility, highest battery energy and optimized transmission range. Two-hop 

neighbors are considered when choosing the CH, and each CH stores all of its neighbors’ 

information. Generally speaking, these weight combination algorithms have some challenging 

problems in common. Frist, it is very likely that one or two factors with larger value dominate 

the other factors in selecting the CH no matter what weight combination is assigned. Second, it is 

not easy to assign appropriate weight combination before cluster formation or during updating. 

Especially in unknown scenarios, it may take a long time to identify proper weight combination 

for the factors. Moreover, some of these algorithms (like CEMCA) rely on information 
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communicated via multi-hop, which increases the complexity and delay in formation and 

updating of the clusters. 

 

2.5      Energy-aware Clustering 
 
 Some clustering algorithms emphasize on the energy factor while choosing a CH. LBC 

[20] limits the time that a node can continuously remain a cluster head. It avoids the exhaustive 

consumption of energy for a few nodes and thereby prolongs the network lifetime. However, the 

cluster head serving time may not be sufficient to indicate the energy consumption. In [21], 

HEED algorithm periodically selects cluster heads according to a hybrid of their residual energy 

and a secondary parameter, such as nodal degree. Clustering is triggered every !!" + !!" 

(!!" ≫ !!") seconds to select new cluster heads where !!" is the clustering process interval and 

!!" is network operation interval. When a selecting cluster head, the impacts of other factors like 

relative mobility and relative distance on energy consumption are neglected. S. Banerjee and S. 

Khuller define clustering problem in a graph theoretic framework [22]. Clusters are formed 

within root-based tree and each cluster head is chosen when satisfying constraint of sub-tree size. 

The algorithm doesn’t consider the stability of the clustering structure within a tree. In [23][24], 

cluster heads are elected based on a probabilistic algorithm to minimize energy consumption and 

achieve load balancing. Power-aware connected dominant set [25] is an energy-efficient 

clustering algorithm, which reduces the size of the dominating set (DS). It reduces energy 

consumption by excluding unnecessary mobile nodes from useful dominating set that is a set of 

CH candidates. Also nodes within DS consume more energy than common nodes outside DS 

because inside nodes bear extra task. In this algorithm, energy level replacing ID or node degree 

is used to determine whether a node should serve as a CH. There are some other references like 
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[26], [27] and [28] that focus on a cross-layer optimization and scheduling framework with the 

objective to minimize the total power consumption during the steaming period while maintaining 

the Quality of Experience (QoE) of video users. 

 

2.6      Outline of our proposed RLCH algorithm 

 Compared to the above clustering algorithms, our proposed RLCH not only considers the 

impact of many factors such as degree of connectivity, relative velocity, relative distance, and 

energy distribution on stability of a cluster. In addition, it does not require a weight combination 

for selecting the cluster heads. Meanwhile all of the information required for RLCH is available 

if nodes are equipped with GPS, and only 1-hop neighbors within cluster heads are considered.  

Through HELLO messages, each node can gather up to 2 hop neighbors’ information and select 

a suitable CH based on that. The format of beacon message is shown in figure 2.1. Current value 

of velocity and moving direction can be calculated based on previously obtained nodal location 

by GPS. 

 

Figure 2.1 Hello message format 

 
 As will be shown later in this thesis, in RLCH, the time consumed for cluster updating 

(reformation) is shorter compared to the other proposed algorithms. This can increase packet 

delivery ratio and reduce communication delay. Moreover, each local cluster head can 
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dynamically select cluster update interval based on the transmission range, velocity distribution, 

and remaining power. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

Mathematical Models 

 In this section, we establish two models for link lifetime and maximum cluster head 

update intervals. These models will be used for determining cluster update interval and CH 

election in our RLCH algorithm described in the next chapter. 

 

3.1      Link Lifetime Model 
 
 In this part, we estimate each link lifetime with respect to neighbors based on the 

information extracted from the HELLO messages periodically broadcast by the 1-hop neighbors 

of each node.  To simplify our link lifetime model, we start with the following assumptions: 

1. Each node is equipped with GPS and periodically sends HELLO messages to its 

neighbors. 

2. The velocity and the direction of nodes during the short cluster head election period are 

fixed. 

3. Each node moves with constant velocity and direction with respect to cluster head until 

moving out of the transmission range of its current cluster head. Since those mobile 

nodes have relatively higher speed plus short communication range in MANETs, this 

assumption is without lost of generality. 

 Here we take the example of link (0,1) connected by node 0 and node 1 to estimate the 

link lifetime of link (0,1) based on the acquired information. We define the following variables: 

 1.    !! and !!  are current velocities of nodes 0 and 1, respectively. 
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 2.   (!!, !!) and (!!, !!) are current updated locations of nodes 0 and 1, respectively. 

 3.   !! and !! are the velocity vectors, and !! and !! are the velocity directions of nodes 

0 and 1 respectively; also the relative velocity is !(!,!) ≜  |!! − !! |. 

 4.       !!"#$(!,!) is the estimated length of movement of node ! while it is in the transmission 

range of node ! (i.e., while there is a link between nodes ! and !) and !!"#$(!,!) is the link lifetime. 

 Let us assume that node 0 fixed and calculate the relative velocity v(!,!)  of node 1 with 

respect to node 0, and the relative distance d between node 0 and node 1. Imagine a Cartesian 

coordinate system with orthogonal unit vectors: 
!
i  along the moving direction of node 0 and 

!
j  

on its orthogonal direction, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.1.  

 

Figure 3.1  Example for calculating link lifetime between node 0 and node 1 
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      In fig 3.1, ! denotes the distance between two nodes, and (!!,!!) denotes the new 

location of node 1 with respect to node 0 on which the Cartesian coordinate is fixed; and ∅ is the 

angle of relative velocity in new Cartesian coordinate system. We can derive:  

• d= (!! − !!)! + (!! − !!)!; 

• !!=!cos(atan2
!!!!!
!!!!!

− !!);	  

• !!=!sin  (atan2
!!!!!
!!!!!

− !!);	  

• ∅ ≜atan2( !"#!
!"#!!!!/!!

)	  ;	  

• !(!,!) ≜|!(0,1)|	  = !!! + !!! − 2!!!! cos!;	  

Also let: 

                         

x! =
! !!!!!!!! ! ! !!!!!! !!!!(!!!!)

!!!!
,                                                                  if  |∅|ϵ[0,π/2)

! !!!!!!!! ! ! !!!!!! !!!!(!!!!)
!!!!

  ,                                                          if  |∅|ϵ(!
!
,π]

 

and 

!!"#$(!,!)=   
         !! − !! ∙ 1+ !!  ,                                                                      if  |∅|![0,!/2) ∪ (!

!
,!]

     R! − x!! −   y!     ,                                                                                                                  if  |∅| = !/2
 

 
 
where ! is the transmission range and k = !"#!

!"#!!!! !!
.    

Based on (2), we can derive: 

                                                        !!"#$(!,!) =
!!"#$(0,1)
!(0,1)

        

 Thus, each node can update the link lifetime with each neighbor in its neighbor list when 

receiving HELLO messages from its neighbors. 

 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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3.2      Expected Link Lifetime Model 
 
 We realize that the cluster update interval, denoted by  !, is a very important parameter in 

designing clusters. If ! is too long, it is likely that a cluster becomes unstable because of high 

mobility of its member nodes, which results in frequent exchange of nodes between different 

clusters. Consequently, more control packets are needed to reestablish the disconnected links 

(routes). Also being a cluster head for a long time leads to exhaustive energy consumption and 

thereby reducing the average lifetime of the network. If ! is too short, cluster reformation 

procedure is conducted too frequently, which results in bandwidth waste, larger communication 

latency and lower packet delivery ration. As a result, more energy is wasted in choosing a new 

cluster head and transmission delay may increase.  However in [9], [15], [16] and [17]; constant 

clustering update interval is utilized.  

 We believe that during the expected link lifetime interval, a common mobile node can be 

relatively stable inside a local cluster structure. That means that nodes move inside a cluster 

during this interval and move out when expected link expires. So expected link lifetime reflects 

relative stability of local clustering structure and should adjust to adapt to different local 

clustering scenarios. 

 Cluster update interval ! is influenced by many factors, including battery power left, 

mobility, transmission range, interference and so on. In many algorithms such as those 

considered in [15] and [16], the cluster update interval is considered to be constant. These papers 

do not provide analytical results for the cluster update interval and the effects of nodal velocity 

and transmission range on the cluster update interval are not analyzed. In this part, we try to 

establish a model for determining the maximum cluster head update interval !.      

 Let us introduce our assumptions and the notations used in our derivations:  
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1. Nodes are uniformly distributed in the network.  

2. Both nodal speed magnitude and angle satisfy uniform distribution; i.e. ! is uniformly 

distributed in (0,!] (! is maximum speed), and ! is uniformly distributed in (−!,!]. 

Also speed and angle are uncorrelated random variables. 

3. We first focus on a typical node with random angle and distance of !  and ! , 

respectively, where ! and ! are independent variables. Both random variables are 

used to describe certain cluster member (CM)’s initial location with respect to CH 

during cluster update interval. 

4. A link can be established between two nodes if they are in the transmission range of 

each other,. i.e. interference has been mitigated like [29] and other factors affecting 

communication link are ignored. 

 In [30], the authors have established an expected link lifetime model. This model is used 

to describe the interval between link generation and termination; therefore the expected link 

lifetime is based on the assumption of long time observation.  However, this assumption is not 

correct for describing the link lifetime with respect to cluster head during the cluster head update 

interval as we only consider the current existing links while conducting cluster reformation. It is 

more reasonable to assume cluster members are randomly distributed within the transmission 

range of the cluster head. Also the result of [30] is based on long-term observation, while these 

clustering update intervals are not long enough. Reference [31] proposes to divide the link 

lifetime into many small intervals. We assume that each interval is unrelated and independent 

from other intervals.  However, this assumption is not realistic when the transmission range is 

not large and the mobility is high. On the other hand, it is not accurate to assume that each epoch 

is randomly independent especially at high mobility. 
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 First, we define the two variable ! and ∅ to denote the node’s respective speed and 

moving angle with respect to another node.  Before establishing the expected link lifetime model 

to a certain node, we need to derive the probability density function (PDF) of relative speed ! 

and ∅. Let us define 

!!!,!!,!(!!, !!,!) ≜ !!,∅(!,∅). 

 where !!,∅ !,∅  is the joint pdf of ! and ∅ and !!!,!!,!(!!, !!,!) is the joint pdf of !!, !! and !. 

According to the assumptions in link lifetime model in Section 3.1, we know !!! !! =

!!! !! = !
!
, and !! ! = !

!!
; Therefore we can conclude: 

                                 !!!,!!,! !!, !!,! = !!! !! ∙ !!! !! ∙ !! ! = !
!!!!

 

 with parameter ! denoting the upper limit of nodes’ velocity in the assumption. 

Next, we use an auxiliary variable !! in the Jacobian’s transform. We get 
 

!!,∅,!!(!,∅, !!) = !!!,!!,!(!!, !!,!) ∙
1

|!(!!, !!,!)|
 

Also  

 

                                     J(!!, !!,!) =

!"
!!

!"
!!

!"
!

!∅
!!

!∅
!!

!∅
!

!!!
!!

!!!
!!

!!!
!

 = !!

!!!!!!!!!!!!! !"#!
.Λ !, !!,∅  

where 

Λ !, !!,∅ =   

! !! + !!! + 2!!! cos∅ − !( !! + !!! + 2!!! cos∅− !) 

and ! !   is the unit step function. Then 

                                         !!,∅(!,∅) = !!,!!,∅(!, !!,∅) ∙ !!!
  
!!

                                               (5) 

(4) 
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 Now we can analyze the expected link lifetime (maximum cluster head update interval) 

based on the derived !!,∅(!,∅). In [32], the authors simply assume that the distance of each 

neighbor moving within transmission range of cluster head is uniformly distributed with PDF 

function equal to !
(!!!)!

, where R refers to transmission range. However, this assumption is not 

accurate, which ignores the possible condition of the nodal moving outside with same distance. 

Nodal movement should not be constrained within a cluster when considering their movement. 

   Based on the assumptions 1 and 3 in this section, we can show the PDF of random 

variables !, ! as 

                               !! ! =
!!
!!
                                                              !ℎ!"  ! ∈ [0,!]

0                                                                                        !"ℎ!"#$%!
 

                               !! ! =
!
!!
                                                              !ℎ!"  ! ∈ [0,2!)

0                                                                                        !"ℎ!"#$%!
 

 

 

Figure 3.2  Link lifetime model of CH with Cluster Member 
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 In Fig 3.2, we illustrate the location of a typical node within transmission range R of the 

cluster head. In this figure, !  and ! are used to describe the location of this typical node. 

Variable ! indicates relative distance, and ! indicates relative angle. Using this notation, we can 

get:  

!!"#$ = !! − (! ∙ sin!)! - d∙ !"#$ = !! − (! ∙ sin  (  ! − ∅))! - d∙ cos  (! − ∅) 

where  ! ≜ ! − ∅ and !!"#$ is described in Sub-section 3.1 as the estimated length of movement 

of typical node while it is in the transmission range of the CH. Also, we have !!"#$ =
!!"#$
!

. We 

can therefore write 

!= E(!!"#$)= !!"#$ ∙ !!,∅(!,∅)
!!
!

!
! ∙ !! ! ∙ !! !   !"  !∅  !!  !"

!!
!

!!
!   

 = !!,∅ !,∅ ∙ !
!
∙ !!"#$ ∙ !! !   !!  

!
  
! ∙ !! !     !" !"!∅  

∅
  
!  

= !!,∅ !,∅ ∙ !
!
∙ !

!!!
!!
! ∙ ! ∙ !! − (!/2)!!" !"!∅  

∅
  
!  

=!!
!!
∙ !!,∅ !,∅ ∙ !

!
!"!∅  

∅
  
!  

=!!
!!
∙ !
!!!!

∙ ln|
!! !!!!!!!"#!∅

!!!!! !"#∅
  |!∅!!!

  
∅

  
!!

 

 
 The above equation cannot be simplified further. Meanwhile the formula (6) is very 

important in our algorithm, since it can be used to dynamically and adaptively choose cluster 

update interval ! in the following section. We can obtain expected link lifetime under varied 

transmission ranges or velocity distributions. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are plotted based on formula 

(6) and show the numerical results of expected link lifetime under scenarios with different 

maximum node velocities (i.e. ! in (6)) and transmission ranges (i.e. ! in (6)). 

(6) 
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Figure 3.3    Expected link lifetime with varied maximum node speed a (m/s) 

 

Figure 3.4     Expected link lifetime with varied transmission range R (m) 
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 In the Fig 3.3, we can observe that the expected link lifetime decreases with increasing 

node velocity; while in Fig 3.4, the expected link lifetime !  is linearly proportional to 

transmission range !, which can also be seen from equation (6). The intuition behind this result 

is clear, especially when R is fixed and velocity increases to infinity. In this case, the expect link 

lifetime approaches to zero. When velocity distribution is fixed and R approaches to infinity, all 

nodes within network become one-hop neighbors and are always within transmission range 

which results in infinite expected link lifetime. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

Introduce to RLCH 

 
 In this chapter, we first describe the desirable characteristics of clustering structure when 

selecting CH by naming “Double M Principles”. Then an area-based approximation algorithm 

and cluster head election adaptive algorithm are proposed and analyzed, which includes several 

advantages of typical algorithms and also is not without a sense of generality.  

 
 
4.1      Double M Principles 
 
 We know that a good cluster should satisfy two basic requirements: 

• Include as many neighbors as possible. 

• Members do not move in/out frequently between different clusters. 

 In other words, it is desirable that a cluster head has the maximum number of one-hop 

neighbors within its transmission range and minimum rate of nodes moving out of its 

transmission range. Since during CH formation/reformation, it is not easy to predict the number 

of nodes moving into current local cluster in future and their departing rate after moving in. 

Therefore, just the number of existing nodes within the current cluster is considered during CH 

setting up or updating.  We denote the number of one-hop neighbors when conducting the cluster 

formation/reformation as ! and the rate of nodes departing as !. Maximizing ! can reduce the 

average number of clusters in the network, which can save energy and reduce the rate of member 

exchange between different clusters. Minimizing ! results in the links between a cluster head 
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and the cluster members to be more stable. In other words, the cluster structure is more resilient 

to the mobility of nodes, which can reduce the number of control packet overhead, improve the 

route stability and decrease the transmission delay. Since satisfying the above requirements 

involve Maximization and a Minimization we use the term double M principle to describe these 

requirements.    

 

4.2      Area-Based Approximation of Double M Principle 
 
 A lot of work has been done on implementing the double M principle in the clustering 

algorithms. HD [9] is the simplest of algorithms, which selects nodes with largest degree as 

cluster head. Other well-known algorithms are WCA [15] and its modified versions in [16-18] in 

which the factors including the number of clusters, the node velocities, relative distance, and 

remaining energy are considered. However, these algorithms either ignore the impact of relative 

nodal mobility on link stability, or need to identify the weight combination, which is time 

consuming and complicated to implement particularly in unknown environments.  
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Figure 4.1 Area based cluster head election method 

 
 In this thesis, we approximate the requirements of the double M principle. Considering 

node !, we use the area !!, shown in Fig. 4.1, to see what is the qualification of node ! in being a 

cluster head. In this figure, the vertical axis shows the number of neighbors within transmission 

range of a node as time goes on. If the area !! is large, it implies that first: the number of 

neighbors of node ! when conducting the cluster formation/ reformation is relatively large and 

second: This number is decreased with a lower rate which means that the number of neighbors 

remains relatively large as time goes on. As shown in Fig. 4.1, !! denotes initial number of 

neighbors around node i and ∆!!   is used to denote the interval during which only one member 

moves out. The value of the time interval ∆!!  and the number of intervals during cluster 

reformation interval !  reflect the impact of factors such as relative mobility and relative distance, 

transmission range on link stability. If ∆!! is large and the number of ∆!!intervals is small, then 

the cluster structure is more stable. The requirements of the double M principle are therefore 
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lumped into a single objective function, which is to maximize the area described above. We only 

consider the nodes that are moving out of the transmission range as the rate of nodes moving in 

can be reduced if we can decrease the rate of node moving out. After calculating the quality 

factor ! for being cluster head, each node inserts the ! value into HELLO message. 

 In Fig. 4.1, we are examining the qualifications of nodes ! and ! in being a cluster head. 

On the one hand, node i has more number of cluster members inside. In terms of leaving rate of 

neighbors of node i, it is relatively lower than that of node j. As shown in this figure, !! > !! 

which means that node ! satisfies the requirements of the double M principle better than node ! 

and therefore is more qualified for being a cluster head. 

 

Figure 4.2  Area compassion between Node M and Node N 

 
 Another example is given in figure 4.2, even though node M has larger cluster size 

initially, the leaving rate of node M exceeds that of node N. According to our proposed 

algorithm, during cluster updating interval T, the area of node M is smaller than node N 
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(!! < !!). It means that node N is more qualified for being selected as CH and can keep relative 

stable structure. 

 

4.3      Cluster Head Update Interval Adaptation Algorithm 
 
 In Section 3.2, an analytical model is introduced to find the maximum cluster head update 

interval  !. Even though RLCH can adapt to different scenarios or even unknown environments, 

one drawback is that it does not consider the energy factor. However, the energy issue can play 

an important role in certain scenarios, especially in wireless sensor networks, and needs to be 

considered. In WCA [15], the battery power left in the nodes is considered as a factor during the 

cluster formation process. In this thesis, we use a simple energy threshold approach to adaptively 

change the cluster head update interval, which is determined by the energy available in nodes.  

 Due to data dissemination and local coordination performed by the cluster heads, they 

consume more energy compared to other cluster members. To simplify, we adopt a linear energy 

model to describe the energy consumption of the cluster head and cluster members. We assume 

that all nodes initially have equal energy: !! units; also energy consumption rate of the cluster 

head and the cluster members are !  units/s and !  units/s respectively where ! > ! . The 

remaining energy E!"#$ can be found as [7] 

 

                         E!"#$ =     
E! − α ∙ ∆t                                                          if    node  i  is  a  CH
E! − β ∙ ∆t                                                        if    node  i  isn′t  a  CH  

 

  

 Let us define !!=  ! ∙ ! and consider !  and ! as system-defined parameters where ! > 1, 

! < 1 and ! is the expected link lifetime. The algorithm works as follows: If the remaining 

energy of a node is more than ! ∙ !!, then the cluster update interval is considered to be !. 

(7) 
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Otherwise, we should choose the cluster update interval such that the consumed energy is less 

than !.!!"#$ and also ! ∈ (0, !). You can see the procedure in Figure 4.3. This algorithm avoids 

a cluster head which has limited energy to die early by decreasing the cluster head update 

interval. 

 

Figure 4.3  Flow chart of cluster updating interval algorithm 
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 In order to choose the values of !  and !, we note that if ! is too large and the remaning 

energy is less than ! ∙ !!, then a small value of ! can increase cluster head update rate. This 

avoids a node with limited energy to remain a cluster head for a long period of time and thereby 

increases the network lifetime. On the other hand, frequent cluster reformation increases the 

communication delay. A small value of ε and a large value of η  result in relatively lower cluster 

update rate and shorter network lifetime especially when the nodes’ remaining energy is below 

ε ∙ E!. As for delay, it will be relatively smaller compared to the previous case. 

 Generally speaking, this algorithm allows the nodes with limited energy to die slowly by 

limiting the cluster head update interval and the energy consumption of nodes will be uniform 

throughout the network. The choice of ε  and η is based on the requirement of the network 

lifetime when the amount of remaining nodal energy is small. 

4.4      Implementation of Area-Based Approximation 
 
 The HELLO messages contain the nodes’ current status in cluster, velocity and moving 

direction and their latest updated !! and are periodically broadcast by each node in wireless 

network. Nodes can update the state of their neighbors (connected or disconnected) and calculate 

or update new link lifetime when receiving a new HELLO message from their neighbors. Also 

each node can update the new area S! based on updated link lifetime, relative location, and 

relative velocity with respect to the neighbors. Several steps are required to calculate S! which 

we describe in this section.  

      Step 1. Assume that the neighbor set of node ! is !!, !!,⋯ , !!  where s is the number of 

neighbors of node !. Calculate the link lifetime based on link lifetime model in Section 3.1. Then 

get the set of link lifetimes as {!!!!!,  !!!!!⋯ !!!!!}. 
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     Step 2. Rearrange the set of nodes’ relative link lifetimes in non-decreasing sequence in the 

form of {!!, !!,⋯ , !!}.  

    Step 3. Calculate the area !! based on three possible cases for the cluster update interval T. 

• Case 1: If T≥ !!, then 

  !!= ! − !!!!
!!! (!!!! − !!), where !! = 0 . 

• Case 2: If T< !! and 2 ≤ ! ≤ !, assume that !!!! < !   ≤ !!, then 

  !!= ! − !!!!
!!! (!!!! − !!)+(s-j+1) (!  -!!!!); 

• Case 3: if ! = 1, then !!=! ∗ !  . 

 In the above cases, ! is cluster head update/reformation interval, which is determined by 

cluster head interval adaption algorithm and maximum cluster head update interval !. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

Simulation Studies of the Link lifetime model and RLCH algorithm 

 
 In this Chapter, we introduce the basic simulation configuration; define four metrics to 

verify the effectiveness of the cluster updating algorithm and compare the performance of our 

proposed RLCH algorithm with other well-known algorithms and discuss the simulation results 

 

5.1      Simulation Configuration  
 
 Simulations are conducted on Ns-2.34 [33], and two groups of simulations are considered. 

The first group studies the influence of maximum node velocity on the four defined metrics with 

constant wireless transmission range !. Specific parameter configuration for this group of 

simulations is available in Table 1. The second group studies the impact of varying transmission 

range, !, on the four metrics considered. The specific simulation parameter configuration is 

presented in Table 2. Each simulation in each group was conducted 15 times. To compare with 

WCA, three groups of weights combinations were simulated [(0.6,0.2,0.1,0.1), (0.7,0.2, 

0.05,0.05), (0.75,0.1,0.05,0.1)]. The results shown in each figure are the average of simulation 

results obtained from each step. 
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Table 1 Parameter configuration for Group 1 

Number of nodes:               50 

Transmission range (R)              250 meters 

CBR           4 Packets/second 

Packet Size           512  bytes 

Mobility model:            Random waypoint 

Propagation model:             TwoRayGround [34] 

Maximum node velocity interval:            5-50 meters/second [35] 

Hello message broadcast interval:              2 second 

!!                                                                         700 units                    

! and !                                                                    ! = 1,! = 0.1 

! and !                                                                                       ! = 2, ! = 0.4 

Total Simulation Duration        600 second  

 
 
 

Table 2 Parameter configuration for Group 2 

Transmission range (R)              150-400 meters 

Maximum node velocity interval:           20 meter/second 

Other parameters:                                   same as that in Table 1 

 

5.2      Metric Definition 
 
 In this section, we first define four metrics as [15] and their values are obtained through 

simulation for RLCH as well as other well-known clustering algorithms:  

1. Cluster head update rate: is defined as the frequency with which cluster head nodes are 

rotated. It is composed of three cases: Cluster Header (CH) becomes Cluster Member (CM), CM 

becomes CH and CM moving out of the current cluster structure and becomes a new CH.  
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Frequent cluster head update results in larger delays and wastes energy. Additionally it can 

reduce performance by decreasing packet delivery ratio.  

2. Member exchange rate: is defined as the rate of cluster members moving in/out between 

different clusters. Higher member exchange rate indicates that cluster structure chosen is not 

very stable, which causes frequent route disconnection and larger delay.  

3. Standard deviation of remaining energy: is defined as the standard deviation of all nodes’ 

remaining energy after simulation interval. The larger standard deviation of remaining energy 

indicates that some of the nodes consume energy exhaustively, which make some nodes die early 

and reduce whole network lifetime.  

4. Average number of clusters: The smaller the number of clusters, the more energy can be saved 

as there will be fewer cluster heads which consume more energy than other nodes. Moreover, the 

cluster structure will be more stable. 

 

Figure 5.1  Example of defined metrics 
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 In figure 5.1 above, yellow circles denote cluster member and red triangles denote cluster 

head. CH update rate and CM exchange rate are represented by blue arrow and yellow arrow.  

 

5.3      Analysis of Results 
 
5.3.1      Verification of cluster update model 

 In section 3.2, we propose expected link lifetime as a heuristic for identifying cluster 

update interval. However, verification of this model is not provided. In this section, by 

comparing the performance of three different algorithms: LID, HD and WCA under proposed 

link lifetime clustering update model and constant cluster update interval, we show the 

effectiveness of the expected link lifetime model as a vehicle for predicting clustering update 

interval. Also to select suitable constant cluster update interval as a comparison objective, 15 

seconds is given as example as in [15] and [30]. 15 seconds can be regarded as a common 

suitable value for different scenarios in simulations. 

 For each of the defined metrics, we conduct our simulations 15 times and take the average 

value of repeated simulation results in three different clustering algorithms (LID, HD and WCA). 

In Figs 5.2 and 5.3, we study the first metric, which is the cluster head update rate. We can 

observe that the cluster head update rate is relatively smaller compared to constant cluster update 

interval. Also the update rate of different cluster head election algorithms seems very close when 

the maximum node speed is high (about 30 m/s) or transmission range R is small (about 175 m). 

That is because the value of the cluster update interval determined by our proposed model 

approximates that of constant update interval, which can be shown in the Figs 3.3 and 3.4. 

Moreover, when the mobility is high (! ≥ 35m/s), the value of the cluster update rate obtained by 
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using adaptive cluster update interval is a bit higher than by using constant update interval. 

However in this case, the member exchange rate can be reduced. This means that adaptive cluster 

update interval model can achieve better link stability and route stability within clusters. 

 

Figure 5.2  Variation of Cluster Head update rate with maximum node  
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Figure 5.3  Variation of cluster head update rate with transmission range 

 
 The second part of simulation study is the analysis of member exchange rate. Through 

simulation results in Fig. 5.4 and 5.5, we can observer that the member exchange rate under 

constant cluster update interval and adaptive update rate is very close. In most cases, the cluster 

member exchange rate under the adaptive cluster update rate decided by our proposed model is a 

little smaller than that of constant cluster update rate. This is a good proof that adaptive cluster 

update period decided by expected link lifetime model can enhance the relative stability of cluster 

structure while improving efficiency of cluster update rate. Therefore, cluster update rate can be 

reduced and member exchange rate is not affected. It means that the adaptive cluster update 

approach can reduce unnecessary cluster updates which results in larger communication delay and 

smaller packet delivery ratio and decreases communication overhead by keeping relatively stable 

route or link. 
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Figure 5.4 Variation of Member exchange rate with maximum node speed 

 

Figure 5.5 Variation of Member exchange rate with transmission range 
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5.3.2      Performance comparison with others algorithms 
 
 In section 5.3.1, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the expected link lifetime model and 

we will focus on analyzing performance of RLCH with respect to other algorithms. To make a 

comparison, three different clustering algorithms (LID, HD and WCA) are compared and 

discussed.  For each of the defined metrics, we conduct our simulations to examine the effects of 

nodal velocity and transmission range for different protocols. 

     In Figs 5.6 and 5.7, we study the first metric, which is the cluster head update rate. We 

can observe that our proposed RLCH can achieve better performance compared to the other three 

algorithms. Even thought HD and LID algorithms are easier to operate by just considering the 

nodal degree or fixed ID, they cannot guarantee the relative stability of clustering structure. 

Without consideration of the impact of other factors such as velocity and transmission range 

makes HD and LID algorithms cannot adapt to high mobility or small transmission range 

scenarios. RLCH makes a trade-off between different factors like mobility, nodal degree and 

transmission range. The cluster head update rate seems close to that obtained by WCA when the 

maximum node velocity ! is high, i.e. (40-50m/s) or when ! is small (about 150m). This is 

because large mobility or small transmission range results in small link lifetime and cluster 

update interval ! . The smaller !  results in frequent cluster updates that may reduce the 

performance of RLCH. 
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Figure 5.6  Variation of Cluster head update rate with node speed 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Variation of Cluster head update rate with transmission range 
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 The second part is the analysis of member exchange rate. The simulation results in 

figures 5.8 and 5.9 show that RLCH has a smaller member exchange rate compared with other 

three algorithms in most cases.  

 

Figure 5.8 Variation of Member exchange rate with maximum node speed 

 

Figure 5.9 Variation of Member exchange rates with transmission range 
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 Since HD, LID and WCA algorithms have a relatively higher rate of cluster update rate 

compared to the RLCH algorithm as represented in Figs 5.6 and 5.7, RLCH algorithms can 

achieve small rate of member exchange rate between clusters by prolonging average lifetime of 

the cluster structure. 

 Also it is easy to explain the reduction of cluster update rate and member exchange rate 

with the higher transmission range and smaller maximum nodal velocity. When the nodal 

velocity is small; the local cluster structure is relatively stable and approaches to a stable 

condition when nodal speed goes to zero. When the transmission range increases, the large 

transmission range reduces the impact of mobility on the cluster structure. Stable cluster 

structure results in smaller value of cluster update rate and member exchange rate. 

 The third part is related to the remaining energy distribution as shown in figures 5.10 and 

5.11. Through the simulation results, we conclude that the proposed RLCH can save energy. This 

is because RLCH has relatively small number of clusters (shown in the fourth set of results) and 

lower rate of cluster update. Moreover, the energy distribution is even throughout the network. 

This can be attributed to the cluster head update interval adaptation scheme described in Section 

4.4.  In LID algorithms, nodes with small ID have higher probability to be selected as CH, which 

results in over consumption of nodal energy and decrease network lifetime. Also HD algorithm 

is able to control the amount of the cluster head, which fails to consider the influence of 

remaining energy on cluster head selection and update interval. Compared with WCA algorithm, 

instead of assigning weight factor of remaining energy, RLCH can control the time of being 

cluster head by updating cluster structure periodically. Meanwhile this cluster update interval 

also reflects the impact of remaining energy on selecting CH. 
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Figure 5.10 Standard deviation of remaining energy with varied maximum node speed 

 

 

Figure 5.11 Standard deviation of remaining energy with varied transmission range 
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 In Figs 5.12 and 5.13, we observe that there are fewer clusters in RLCH compared to 

LID, HD and WCA. That is because, RLCH can construct relatively stable clustering structure, 

which reduces the probability of generation of new cluster heads. When the transmission range is 

fixed and velocity is small, RLCH algorithm can achieve a better performance than WCA; 

because it is not easy to identify optimal weight combination for WCA and RLCH can make a 

good trade-off between these factors. However, the improved performance degrades due to high 

mobility.  

 

 

Figure 5.12 Variation of average number of cluster head with maximum nodal speed 
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Figure 5.13 Variation of average number of cluster heads with transmission range 

 High mobility within finite transmission range triggers frequent cluster head contention 

and increase cluster update rate (i.e., two cluster heads are not allowed to exist within one hop or 

two clusters cannot be directly connected [36],[37]). Therefore, total number of cluster heads 

decreases as shown in these figures, and cluster update rate increases are shown in Fig. 5.6.  

When transmission range increases, average number of nodes within one cluster increases due to 

the assumption that nodes are uniformly distributed within the network. With large degree of CH 

and fixed network size, the number of CHs decreases. Theoretically the amount approaches one 

when the transmission range approaches infinity. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

Conclusion and Future work 

 
 In this thesis, we analyze the impact of nodal mobility on the stability of link and 

clustering structure. Different factors such as nodal velocity, relative distance, remaining energy 

and nodal degree are considered to determine suitable clustering update interval and select 

cluster head.  To make a trade-off between these factors with no weights combination needed, 

we propose a novel cluster head election algorithm, which uses an area-based approach to 

approximate the requirements of the double M principle. These requirements lead to better 

cluster stability, reduction in the number of clusters in the network, and improving the energy 

efficiency. We establish a link lifetime model to estimate the lifetime of each link and propose a 

maximum cluster head update interval (link lifetime) model to identify the clustering update 

frequency. Also, a simple and effective energy thresholding algorithm is combined with expected 

link lifetime model to consider the impact on nodal energy. Finally, four metrics are adopted to 

evaluate the performance of RLCH compared to other algorithms.   

 With different nodal mobility distributions and transmission ranges, RLCH can achieve 

relatively smaller cluster update rate, member exchange rate, energy consumption and number of 

cluster heads in simulation. Simulation results confirm that RLCH can establish much stable 

clustering structure, save energy and can quickly adapt to unknown environments, when 

comparing to LID, HD and WCA algorithms.  

 Also we conclude that our proposed model can serve as a good heuristic to determine a 

suitable update interval for clustering structure locally. We can avoid the un-necessary 
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bandwidth waste, improve communication quality and guarantee the relative stability within 

proposed cluster update interval  

 For future work, the effectiveness of RLCH algorithm will be discussed when used in 

mesh-based multicast protocol like ODMRP. By comparing to other algorithms [38-41], we can 

confirm in further that RLCH algorithm outperforms other algorithms by evaluating some 

metrics such as transmission delay, packet delivery ratio and throughput. 

 Since the actual activity of mobile node is unknown and hard to predict, it is different to 

model the activity of mobile user in wireless ad hoc network and many assumptions in 

theoretical model are doubted. Different mobility model such as random walk will be studied to 

verify the effectiveness of expected link lifetime as a heuristic of clustering update interval and 

link lifetime cluster head election algorithm. Even we can try to study the performance of RLCH 

under the real collected traffic data of vehicle and modify this algorithm. 
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